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Roxy Wright keeps a close eye on her team during
this year's Fur Rendezvous. For coverage of her
win there, check out page 4, and for the wrap-up
from her big win at Open North American Championships, check out page 14. For an exclusive
interview with Roxy, turn to page 36, and on
page 44 you'll find a special edition of SuperDogs,
featuring the best dogs she's run throughout her
incredible mushing career. Heck, might as well
call this one the "Roxy" Issue. She's earned it.
Photo by Britt Coon
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W

ith the conclusion of races above the Arctic Circle, the 2016-2017 race
season is over, well, unless you are changing out your runners for some
wheels. What an awesome race season it has been!
We feature the champion of the Fur Rondy and Open North American, Roxy Wright. Roxy
has worked all year with Arleigh Reynold’s main team, and put together two impressive race
wins against some of the toughest competition in open racing. I’ve heard stories about Roxy’s
ability to train a team and race them
to their potential, and she hasn’t lost
anything after 20 years of retirement
from racing.
Next issue is our Annual Health
and Nutrition feature, one of our
favorites. And we'll talk about that
other champion who shattered
the Iditarod race record this year.
We’ve definitely entered a new age of
managing dog teams in long-distance
racing. Stay tuned!
Jacob Witkop,
Editor and Fellow Musher
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Our graphic designer, Rose Hewitt, came in 2nd in skijor at Limited North American Championships. Photo by Clyde Hewitt
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race
wrap-up

Fur Rendezvous 2017:
One for the record books...
and the storybooks
by Jacob Witkop

The Fur Rendezvous, or Rondy as it is commonly known,
was cancelled the past two years due to low snow, so the
excitement for this year’s race had been stockpiling. Over
the course of three days of racing, a fairy tale was written as
famed musher Roxy Wright, who hadn’t seen the streets of
the Rondy by dog team in 21 years, held off heavy favorite,
Buddy Streeper of Streeper kennels, and stole the heart of
the fans that lined 4th Avenue.
The recent dominance by Streeper kennels had some
thinking this race was more a battle of David and Goliath,
than an evenly matched race. Looking back at the last
time these teams squared off, here’s why: the Streepers
sandwiched Roxy on the podium in the 2016 Open North
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American Championships, showing that she was the only
team in the same class; though, Lina’s third day closed the
gap on Roxy to within two seconds overall between the
two women. Meanwhile, Buddy was in a league of his own
and his team wasn’t fully tested, leaving an overall time
gap between him and the rest of the competitors. Not to
mention, 2017 was setting up to be a repeat of 2016 for the
Streepers as they just came off a 1st place finish in both the
Wyoming Pedigree Stage Stop and The Pas in Manitoba.
The rest of the field held some familiar faces, like Marvin
Kokrine, who was honored at the draw for running his
25th consecutive Rondy. It’s impressive and inspiring to
see Marvin back year-after-year with a team that usually
climbs the ranks on the third day.
Jason Dunlap, who finished 4th the last time the Rondy
was held, was back for another go. Jason retired from
mushing for a few short years, and has done well rebuilding
his kennel with his wife, Amy. While he has been consistently
leading the second wave of finishers the last few years (and

Photo by Rose Hewitt

W

ith three years worth of anticipation
and an unprecedented 100,000 USD
purse, the top open-class mushers from
around North America flocked to Anchorage
in late February to prove who had the World
Championship dog team.
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Left: A soggy start: morning rain turned to
snow just before the race began at noon
on Friday. Ariane Jasmin walks a dog to
the line of husband, James Wheeler's,
team. Photo by Rose Hewitt

Below: Kari Skogen and JP Norris wait in
the staging area on 4th Avenue with their
team of Anadyr Siberians. JP ran the only
purebred team in this year's race. Photo
by Rose Hewitt

Photo by Rose Hewitt

this year as well), we look for Jason and Amy
to put together strong, contending teams in
the near future.
Rookie’s Nikki Seo, Emilie Entrikin and
Mark Hartum were exciting to watch, as they
were new to the Rondy, but all have Open
North American finishes under their belt
already, and plenty of other race experience.
In the end, Mark Hartum won Rookie of
the Year honors, and took 6th place, besting
Emilie Entrikin by only 3 seconds overall!
There were some non-sprint focused teams
in the Rondy as well. Jeff Conn was also just
finished the Wyoming Stage Stop, where
he has continued to improve on his finishes
down south. Dave Turner, who had two top
five finishes in 200 mile races in Alaska
against some of the top distance competition.
Dave finished 3rd in a very competitive

Tustumena 200 field and 5th in
the Knik 200.
As for household names,
JP Norris ran the 2017 Rondy
with his thriving kennel of
Anadyr Siberian lines that were
founded by his parents. As many
of you may already know, his
father Earl, was a past Rondy
champion. George Attla III
is the son of famed multipletime Rondy champion, George
Attla. Anthony and Danny Beck
from the large Beck mushing
powerhouse family came up
from Canada to compete as well.
There were a few differences
in the 2017 Rondy - the course

Fur Rondy cont'd on next page

Lina Streeper visits her leaders in the start chute before heading out on day 2. Photo by Rose Hewitt
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Volunteers from the Anchorage Fire Department got a workout as sled holders; here they hold back Emilie Entrikin's sled as she waits to leave the start line. Photo by Rose
Hewitt
Fur Rondy continued from previous page
was shortened to 24.1 miles and the race wasn’t broadcasted on the
radio, instead coverage was streamed via Facebook. For those of you
who don’t know, radio coverage is not just for the spectators - mushers
often used to wear headphones and tuned into checkpoint times that
aired over the radio, as they were racing. This meant they could track
the checkpoint times their competition was posting in real-time,
allowing them to strategize from the runners.
The lack of radio coverage was cited as an issue for Buddy as he
drew bib #3, a start position for day 1 that was towards the front of
the pack, and Roxy drew bib #14, meaning she started towards the
back, 22 minutes after Buddy. Buddy wasn’t able to hear the times and
he said that he paced his team too slow on the first day. Roxy took no
prisoners, and posted a blazing day 1 time that was nearly five minutes
ahead of the rest of the field, establishing a healthy cushion over her
competitors.
In recent years, where Buddy and the rest of Team Streeper have
handily won nearly all the races they enter, they have mastered a
“team-saving approach” to racing. They usually pace their team
enough to win the race, not to set records, because they want to leave
reserve for the following weekend of racing. This helps them run a
racing strategy that preserves their race pool of dogs to sustain an
aggressive race schedule, where they can compete, and usually win,
weekend-after-weekend by doing just enough to get into the winner’s
6
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Above left: A gravity-defying dog from the Streeper kennel harness bangs at the start line. Photo by Rose Hewitt
Above right: Mark Hartum jumps in to help fellow musher Danny Beck fix a broken tug line on a wheel dog as he makes his way to the start line. Photo by Rose Hewitt
Below: One of the novelties of Fur Rondy is running under bridges and culverts. Jason Dunlap's team appears unphased. Photo by Britt Coon

Fur Rondy cont'd on next page
mushing magazine
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Fur Rondy continued from previous page
circle. While we will never know how it
would’ve played out if Buddy didn’t run such
a conservative day time, we do know it caught
him by surprise and Roxy was proving how
great her team and her comeback was as she
ended up in 1st overall.
The play-by-play (daily reports):
Friday morning, conditions were poor; rain
fell and turned into snow around noon, just as
the race kicked off. The wintry mix slowed the
trail down, creating a slushy slog like running
through sand throughout much of the course.
Day 1 ended up being the slowest day of the
weekend. Roxy won the first day by almost
5 minutes, and John Erhart came in second.
It was nice to see John up in the front of the
pack and see him hold onto a top 5 finish after
all three days of racing. While training tactics
are usually taboo to talk about, I have heard
that John has started putting longer runs
on his team the last two years. This larger
aerobic base seems to be paying off.
On Friday night, the temperatures dropped
into the lower 20s overnight and helped firm
up the trail for day 2, which ended up being
the fastest trail of the three days. History
again repeated itself, as the most dogs (six
total) were loaded on day 2. Jeff Conn, Lina
Streeper, and Marvin Kokrine had good runs
and moved up a few positions.
Since the Streeper teams hadn’t seen the
Rondy trail and all its obstacles since 2010,
Lina Streeper had dogs that were not Rondy

veterans, and one of her leaders baulked at an
overpass on the first day. One of the leaders
was spooked by the bridge overhead and
piled on the brakes hard enough to break a
neckline snap! This glitch did not seem to end
up affecting her overall standing.
It was a cloudy weekend, but the sun poked
through the clouds on Saturday afternoon,
exposing the gorgeous mountains that
provide a scenic backdrop on clear days in
Anchorage. The temperatures didn’t dip as
far on Saturday night and the trail softened
a bit. Mushers were down to their strongest
core of dogs, and less mistakes were made on
day 3.
After a commanding lead on day 1,
Roxy continued to prove her team, posting
consistent strong times, successively faster
by a few seconds on each day. She also placed
some of her crew out on the trail to yell out
checkpoint times so she could find out her
placement compared to Buddy. Buddy never
ended up erasing the 5 minutes deficit from
day 1, though he posted faster day times on
day 2 and 3, Roxy won overall by just over
2 minutes. This was her 4th Rondy World
Championship and she maintains the status
of being the only female champion of the
Rondy. With her fourth win, she surpassed
her dad, Gareth, in total number of Rondy
wins, and at 66, she also became the oldest
winner of the Rondy.
This year’s race was not just one for the
record books, but one for the storybooks too. •

The view from 4th Avenue
On the third day of the Rondy,
spectators flocked to 4th Avenue
from the finish line all the way down
through the bottom of Cordova hill.
Anyone following the checkpoint
times, could see it was becoming
increasingly more evident that the
2017 Rondy Champion was going to
be Roxy. That being said, we all know
the saying, “Anything can happen in
a dog race.” So all of us spectators
were anxiously waiting to see if Roxy
was going to make it to the finish line
without problems. Doubt gave way to
pure excitement as Roxy made her
way up Cordova hill and down 4th
Avenue, where crowds flocked to see
history in the making.
When she came close to the finish
line, the bleachers flanking the finish
chute erupted with fans chanting,
“Roxy! Roxy!” Thirty yards from the
finish line, Roxy threw up her right
fist and the crowd went wild.

John Erhart leaves the start line on Day 3. Photo by Rose Hewitt
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Lina Streeper crests Cordova Hill. Photo by Britt Coon

2017 Fur Rendezvous Open World Championships Results
Place Musher

Day 1 Time

Day 2 Time

Day 3 Time

Overall Time

1

Roxy Wright

1:28:40

1:28:28

1:27:54

4:25:02

2

Buddy Streeper

1:33:30

1:27:43

1:26:05

4:27:18

3

Lina Streeper

1:35:34

1:28:55

1:28:36

4:33:05

4

Jason Dunlap

1:33:39

1:35:08

1:32:56

4:41:43

5

John Erhart

1:33:20

1:33:27

1:35:16

4:42:03

6

Mark Hartum*

1:33:53

1:33:35

1:36:37

4:44:05

7

Emilie Entrikin*

1:34:25

1:36:11

1:33:32

4:44:08

8

Marvin Kokrine

1:39:04

1:34:37

1:33:01

4:46:42

9

Jeff Conn

1:37:43

1:33:47

1:37:14

4:48:44

10

Don Cousins

1:38:12

1:36:50

1:36:32

4:51:34

11

Gary Markley

1:34:30

1:36:54

1:41:03

4:52:27

12

Nikki Seo*

1:38:47

1:36:59

1:38:35

4:54:21

13

James Wheeler

1:36:34

1:39:56

1:40:56

4:57:26

14

Dave Turner

1:44:06

1:37:52

1:39:00

5:00:58

15

Danny Beck

1:40:40

1:38:14

1:43:35

5:02:29

16

Anthony Beck*

1:34:21

1:41:41

1:46:41

5:02:43

17

Bill Kornmuller

1:45:25

1:41:26

1:44:44

5:11:35

18

JP Norris

1:49:30

1:50:18

1:50:41

5:30:29

Underdog 30-22
Available at
Cold Spot Feeds, Fairbanks
(907) 457-8555
Underdog Feeds, Wasilla
(907) 373-6851

*=rookie
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opinion

guest

the Yukon Quest’s evolution
by John Schandelmeier
photos courtesy of the author

Has the Yukon Quest changed over the past 35 years? Certainly.

C

hange is as inevitable in racing sled dogs as it has been in
every other sport. Here are the two largest changes: 1)
there are major physical differences in the Quest trail;
and 2) the methodology of competition has undergone considerable
modifications.
While these changes have given the race a different overall look,
they basically only affect the race proper. Other, more subtle, aspects
of competition impact not only the Yukon Quest, but the entire sport.
I’d like to touch on physical differences and the method of competition
first.
The original Yukon Quest trail was not so good... Frank Creek in
the Chain of Lakes area, was a horrendous jumble of logs and open
water. I was used to trapline trails, but I cut my home trails out! Teams
climbed over downed trees and tangled on stumps in the corners. Our
sleds were bigger; most folks ran 7 or 8 foot beds. The original Quest
trail went up Lake Labarge. Braeburn Lodge did not happen until
1996. Pelly wasn’t in the mix until the 90’s either. American Summit
was added later also. These trail changes were all made with the goal
of getting the trail up in 1000-mile range.

10 march/april
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The run from Dawson to Carmacks was advertised as 300 miles. It
was actually a little short of that, but with little support in the section,
it sure seemed like that distance was accurate. In the early runs, there
were usually people at Sulfur, on the backside of King Solomon Dome
about 40 miles from Dawson. Maisy Mae was on the Stewart River,
100 miles out, just across from what is now the Scroggie Creek dog
drop. The trail went from Maisy Mae to Stepping Stone, out to the
highway, to the now-burned out Lodge at Midway and on to Carmacks.
No dog drops. The Quest required 30#’s of food per dog on the sled out
of Dawson. They weighed it. I had 8 dogs in 1986 and carried 263#’s
of dog food over King Solomon Dome in an 8’ toboggan. I remember
going slow up that 20-mile hill.
The road grade on the Taylor Highway out of Eagle and American
Summit didn’t exist. The Quest used the Yukon River between Dawson
and Eagle. It was fifty miles shorter than the present trail and flat.
That trail is still used by the Quest on occasions when the American
Summit route is deemed unsafe.
The other major modification along the trail is Eagle Summit. For
the first few years the Quest went through 101, which was a hospitality
stop most years, up the highway and then
dove off the North side of the Steese, into the
mining district --- to Central. There is little
difference in either trail choice; both have the
prospect of wind and the climbs are similar,
as is the overflow around the active mines.
The Angel Creek to Fairbanks section of
trail has also undergone change over the
years. The trail originally ran along Nordale
before turning onto the Baseline trail as it does
today. For several years the trail traversed the
Chena River flood control project near North
Pole to accommodate sponsorship from the
North Pole refinery. The trail route from
Angel Creek to Fairbanks in today’s Quest is
more straight-forward and somewhat shorter.
These modifications in the Yukon Quest
route have cleaned up mechanicals of the
event. In years when the entire route doable,
the distance is close to the advertised 1000
miles. The additional dog drops at Slaven’s
Cabin, Scroggie Creek and Midway have been
beneficial to dogs and dog care.
There are more subtle differences along the
Yukon Quest. The Quest touts the toughness
of the event. It can be that. Cold and dark
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During the '87 Quest, near Two Rivers.
are dark and cold... The trail has improved
substantially. Instead of being put in the
day of the race start by volunteers, the trail
is now opened up by a paid trail coordinator.
That happened for the first time in 2009. I
lead a trail crew out in January of that year
to establish the trail along a jumbled Yukon
River. The present trail boss, Mike Reitz, was
the integral cog in that crew. 2010 saw the
first time the Quest trail had a drag on it and
coordinated marking.
The Quest trail is better marked these
days. Bill Cotter recalls several years with no
trail stakes what-so-ever between Eagle and
Circle, a distance of 160 miles. “Just follow
the River!” A few complaints by mushers
brought more markers to the course. The
following year drivers were told, at the prerace meeting, that there were 500 stakes on
the trail along the Yukon. There were indeed,
but they were still in bundles at the various
cabins along the way!
In addition to having better markings, there
are more services available along the route. I
last ran the Quest in 2014, after a hiatus of 7
years. In the 2014 race, I only used my cooker
twice between Fairbanks and Dawson. Then
only to heat some water I thought too cold for
my purposes. There was hot water available at
all stops except Eagle and Circle, which only
had cold water. The Yukon River between
Eagle and Circle was cake. Slavens not only
had hot water, they have a menu for mushers;
“what do you want to eat?” Mike Sager, an
icon at Trout Creek always has warm water
available unless one arrives in a large group
of teams.
On the Canadian end, all of the villages
provide good services. Even the shack at

Scroggy now allows drivers inside. The
Yukon Quest has always been about
hospitality. That hasn’t altered over the
years. Locations have changed but the
cordial attitudes of bush Alaska and the
Yukon remain.
However, there is one big change at
the checkpoints that may not be quite as
obvious. Ten years ago, there would have
been folks gathered around a fire at every
checkpoint. They were race personnel
and handlers waiting for their musher to
arrive. There isn’t much of that today. Why?
Trackers. Race watchers can wait inside
until the team is close, then rush outside to
meet them.
Trackers have changed the way the race
is watched. Most fans look at the trackers to
find the location and speed of their favorite
team. An experienced race watcher can
look at the analytics page and see when
a team fed, and if leaders were changed.
Someone very close to the team may even be
able to tell which leaders their driver has up.
In today’s Yukon Quest, there are very few
trail mysteries.
Also, there is now an “emergency” help
button for participants located on the
individual gps tracker. Ostentatiously to
be activated only in the case of dire need,
drivers have a tendency to hit the button for
less. In situations that used to be considered
relatively normal, such as a team that quit
on the trail, many drivers now call for help
instead of solving their own issues.
Other electronics have also changed the
race. Allowing mushers to use an individual
GPS has eliminated the need of the driver
to know where he or she is on the race
trail. There has become a tendency to run
the team by mileage rather than by time.
Ipods now change the sounds of the trail.
Past drivers listened to the music of the team
panting, the squeaking of the runners and the
whisper of the breeze. Now—it may be Thin
Lizzy!
Electronics aside, some of the more
basic dog equipment has also undergone
modifications. Dog cookers, used to heat
water, used to made from Coleman stoves.
These stoves would have two main burners
and two tanks. The burners were also
modified to provide a hotter fire. They
sounded and responded like a pressure blow
torch. At temperatures below minus 20, we
would dump blazo on the entire stove and set
it on fire so as to heat the generators so the
stove would vaporize fuel.

Dog booties have also undergone major
changes. Leather and other bootie materials
were originally taped on with electrical or
surgical tape. Polar fleece booties fastened
with Velcro were next. Finally, in 1992,
Robin Jacobsen introduced the first workable
cordura blend booties to Quest teams. These
booties have undergone few changes over the
past 20 races.
Dog harnesses have modified only slightly
since the first Yukon Quest. X-back harnesses
and H-backs are still the harness of choice
for most. Half-harnesses, a product of pulk,
skijoring, and general working dogs have
achieved favor with some teams. Distance
gang-lines have become slightly shorter than
the standard 8’ sections of the sprint teams.
There are teams that do not use necklines--something that would have been impossible

One of my dogs that ran the '86,'87 and '88
Quest. Taken in Fairbanks prior to the '87 start.
The dog was 80 lbs and half-German Shepherd.
Most of the team were half-breeds.

twenty or thirty years ago. Dogs used to train
on trails with brush and trees; necklines kept
the dogs close to the line in the middle of the
trail. Today most dog teams are conditioned
on open snowmobile trails, rather than the
trapline.
Trapline teams used to run the Yukon
Quest. It is a rare bush team that will enter
the Quest these days. Today’s’ dog teams come
from near urban centers. Willow, Two Rivers,
and Whitehorse are the primary cities. The
Yukon Quest is one of the few distance races
that occasionally attract a team from the
woods.
Over the years, the mechanics of the Yukon

Yukon Quest evolution cont'd on next page
mushing magazine
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It Takes a Great Team
to Win These Races:

Caribou Creek Gold...
At every distance, during all life
stages, nutritionally
supporting great dogs.

2006, 2015, 2016 Iditarod • WIN
2006 Kusko 300 • WIN
2005 Kobuk 440 • WIN
2006, 2007 Diavik 150 Yellowknife • WIN
2005, 2007 Wyoming Stage Stop • WIN
2006 Limited North American • WIN
2006 Black Gold Run • WIN
and more...
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race
wrap-up

Roxy rocks Open
North American
Championships
Proves she's (still) one of the greatest.
by Jacob Witkop

On the heels of an exciting Fur Rondy win, Roxy Wright went into the 2017 GCI Open
North American Championships (ONAC) on the verge of claiming the greatest comeback in mushing history.

I

f she could hold off the powerhouse team of Buddy Streeper, Roxy, for the second time in 2017, was again going to
crowned a champion. Considering she spent most of the last 20+ years away from racing, this was an incredible
feat. During her hiatus, the sport saw a huge change in the style of dogs, as Egil Ellis brought over German shorthair
pointer-crosses from Sweden and dominated much of the early 2000s with them. When Roxy was winning the Rondy
and North American, back in 80s and 90s, her team was all Alaskan Huskies, similar to what you see winning mid-andlong distance races now. She was also running wooden sleds and mushers were not yet using GPS to track their speed.
When she hopped back on the runners, she was running a much lighter, higher-tech sled, behind Dr. Arleigh Reynold’s
team of pointer-crosses, who were all the pups or grandpups of his late, great leader Kyle. [Note: In our interview with
Roxy on page 36, we talk in great length about the changes to open class racing in the last 20 years.]
While Roxy was setting the stage for the greatest comeback in the history of mushing, Buddy’s second place finish at
the Rondy left a bitter taste in his mouth, and it was clear he wanted to erase that loss and reassert his team as the best
in the world. In the 20 years Roxy had been away from racing, Buddy rose through the ranks of racing from Juniors to
building the most dominant team in mushing. He is not used to losing.
Aside from those two, there was, like at Rondy, a high caliber of competition from around North America (with one
German team and one South Korean team in the mix) racing for a piece of the 40,000 USD purse.

ONAC wrap-up continued on next page
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ONAC wrap-up continued from previous page
From the trail:
Usually the ONAC is a super-fast race
with hard trails, from low annual snowfall
in interior Alaska, and sustained colder
temperatures. However, Fairbanks got a midFebruary dump of over 15 inches and the
trails never quite firmed up for the Limited
North American Championships (held the
weekend previous to the Open) or for the
ONAC. So it wasn’t surprising when quite a
few mushers reported that the trail was soft
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in the middle because the snowmachines
(including groomer) chewed up the middle
and the edges were relatively hard from colder
nights. We heard that some teams that don’t
usually train on anything but firm trails, had
a few injuries as a result.
If you look back at times from previous
years, it is important to note that this year’s
race again started from the Jeff Studdert
Race Grounds, marking the third year in a
row that Alaska Dog Mushers Association
(ADMA) has hosted it at the track, rather
than downtown Fairbanks. This decision was

made due to unsafe conditions on a portion of
slough the original race trail utilizes.

Breakdown of the competition:
Lina Streeper rose up the standings in her
usual, now predictable, way. In this year’s
Rondy and last year’s North American, Lina
came from a 10th place first day finish, then
chipped away at a few teams on the second
day, then put in one of the fastest day times on
day 3 to move up to third place overall in the
standings. While she finished 3rd overall with
a time of 95:17.4, she was quite comfortably
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Opposite page:
Upper: Lina Streeper during day 3 of racing. Photo by Casey
Thompson Photography; Lower: Buddy Streeper comes home on
day 2. Photo by Rose Hewitt
This page:
Above: Amy Dunlap approaches finish line on day 1; Right:
James Wheeler leaves the start line on day 3. Photos by Rose
Hewitt
ahead of the remainder of the field. Her closest
competitor on day 3 was James Wheeler, who ran the
28-mile course 3:05.4 slower than Lina. Lina’s jump
landed her on the podium again, a podium where the
faces haven’t changed in the last three major Alaskan
open races. Lina, Buddy and Roxy have finished 1st,
2nd, and 3rd, with Buddy and Roxy swapping 1st and
2nd.
James Wheeler’s team was fresh off of a first place
finish at Tanacross, where his wife Arianne, won the
10-dog, 10-mile race, showing they had speed (she
was averaging near and over 20 mph). They held this
speed going into ONAC and posted a conservative
8th place finish on the first day, where he caught and
followed another team coming into the staging area.
He jumped up considerably on day 2 and followed
another team into the finish line with the 4th fastest
day time. James again had the 4th fastest day time on
day three and finished 4th overall.
Although we didn’t peg him for a top five finish
because he had two rough North Americans the last
two years, he and some of his team finished 3rd in
the 2014 North American. James’ leader, Rasta, as a
yearling, led him to that 3rd place 2014 ONAC finish
behind Arleigh Reynolds and Jason Dunlap. Three
years later, Rasta ran all three days in lead for another
top 5 finish. Interestingly, Rasta, a moderately-

ONAC wrap-up continued on next page
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sized red male, ran day three of the Rondy in
single lead, where the team finished in 13th.
Amy Dunlap was having an excellent race,
and was sitting in 3rd place overall after two
days of racing. She was cruising through a
phenomenal day 3 on the runners, when one
of her leaders, Drake, came up with an injury.
She had to give him a ride and change leaders
around a few times to bring the team home.
Despite all her trouble, she still ended up 5th
overall and was the highest placing rookie.
Emilie Entrikin has earned a reputation
for consistency, for good reason. She proved
that in both Rondy and ONAC this year,
where she never had to load a dog, or have an
inconsistent day. She was running a smaller
string than most teams with 12 on the first
day, 9 on the second, and 8 on the third and
ended with her highest North American
finish of 6th overall.
Ken Chezik came back after a few years
off of running the North American. He was
posting good run times, but loaded a leader
on both day 2 and day 3 and came home with
a single leader on both days. With a bit of a
younger team, he was running an excellent
profile.
Although Buddy won day 2, it was evident
that he was hoping his lead would be bigger
than it was for many reasons, but here is
one interesting example: in most heats of
the North American I have seen Buddy race,
he crosses the finish line and stops his team
halfway between the finish line and his truck
and let them hang out for a quick second
and several of his dogs will start barking

and harness banging. This is
intimidating to his competitors
because his team usually has
a commanding lead, finished
strong and looks really fresh after
crossing the line... I did not see
Buddy stop short of his truck on
day 2 or day 3, indicating that he
knew he had his hands full and
it was going to be a hell-of-a dog
race.
If anyone had a doubt about
Roxy’s Rondy win, she sure
erased it with an extremely
competitive race between her and
Buddy. Roxy won day 1 and day 3
and won the three-day 68+ mile race by 24
seconds overall. That is about .35 seconds
per mile. Talk about close!
Her historic win was accompanied by
a banquet with several mushing legends
present, including her father, Gareth
Wright. He gave a speech in which he
commended his daughter for being, “better
than her teacher”. Gareth Wright has stood
atop the podium in all the biggest open
class races in Alaska, and his lines are
the foundation for the pointer-crosses of
today’s sprint racing, and the long-distance
Alaskan Husky used in all the biggest
races out there. When Roxy spoke, she
announced that she is retiring once again.
Though it cuts short a rivalry between
her and the Streeper kennels that lit a fire
under open class racing fans the past two
years, perhaps it will also inspire more
competition for that spot on the podium

photo by Rose Hewitt

ONAC wrap-up continued from previous page

Roxy – the master of pacing
On Thursday before the race,
Arleigh and Roxy looked at
past race times, paces, trails,
temperatures and conditions, and GPS
readouts from when Arleigh raced, and
Roxy figured she could run the heat in
64:20. Come race day, Roxy’s GPS didn’t
work, so she went out without a GPS on
the first day. This would throw a serious
wrench in many other racer’s plans, as it
could knock off their pacing. Not Roxy, she
is too good of a driver for that - she knows
her team inside and out, and she finished
in 64:15.8, just over 4 seconds off her
projected pace in a race course that was
just over 20 miles. So she was only off 1
second (faster) every 5 miles.
Sure, you could say that was luck. But
she went into Sunday’s course, with the
added 30-mile extension, with a time she
thought she could run the course in: 94:00.
Although she had a GPS this time, she ran
the course in 94:01.7.
Greatness is greatness, and you can’t make
this stuff up.

that she just freed up.
There were lots of exciting races and
stories from the 2016-2017 season, but there
was none greater than Roxy’s comeback.
She pulled old fans out of the woodwork and
created many new ones, building excitement
for two of the most prestigious races. While
she says she won’t be back on the runners
next year, her comeback will hold its place as
the best in mushing history. •

A long string of dogs: Eddie Dayton ran 22 dogs on
day 1 of ONAC. Photo by Casey Thompson Photography
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2017 Open North American Championships Results
Place

Musher

Day 1 time

Day 2 time

Day 3 time

Overall time

1

Roxy Wright

64:15.8

65:21.0

94:01.7

223:38.6

2

Buddy Streeper

64:50.9

65:04.6

94:07.6

224:02.6

3

Lina Streeper

67:17.4

67:31.5

95:17.4

230.06.3

4

James Wheeler

66:24.3

66:54.4

98:23.0

231:41.7

5

Amy Dunlap*

65:02.3

66:51.6

100:07.4

232:01.5

6

Emilie Entrikin

65:52.4

68:16.4

98:48.5

232:52.3

7

Ken Chezik

65:18.0

69:03.0

99:35.8

233:56.8

8

Marvin Kokrine

69:55.7

68:42.5

98:57.5

237:35.7

9

Don Cousins

66:40.9

69:26.0

105:08.0

241:14.9

10

Mark Hartum

68:55.5

72:22.6

103:18.9

244:37.0

11

George Attla III

69:06.8

70:51.3

104:51.6

244:49.7

12

Andria Bond*

70:32.1

71:01.6

103:24.1

244:57.8

13

John Erhart

66:04.8

71:30.5

107:37.0

245:12.3

14

Evan Hahn*

67:59.8

71:26.7

108:20.1

247:46.6

15

Michael Tetzner

67:16.8

70:31.1

110:41.4

248:29.3

16

Eddie Dayton

67:15.4

74:38.6

112:44.3

254:38.3

17

Dave Turner*

74:57.2

76:10.0

105:44.0

256:51.2

18

Luke Sampson

69:39.1

73:18.7

114:23.4

257:21.2
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Pedigree Stage Stop

photos by Chris Havener

L

ina Streeper from Ft. Nelson, BC won this year’s Pedigree®
Stage Stop Race with a cumulative overall time of 23:07:58.
Dave Torgerson (running the second Streeper team) from
Red Lodge, Montana placed second overall with 23:27:28; Bruce
Magnusson from Manchester, Michigan placed third with a cumulative
overall time of 24:25:48; Jr Anderson from Buyck, Minnesota placed
fourth with 24:55:48; and Jerry Bath from Lander, Wyoming placed
fifth with 24:56:51.
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EUKANUBA 8-DOG CLASSIC RACE:
In a down-to-the-wire finish, John Stewart won this year’s Eukanuba
8-Dog Classic race with a cumulative overall time of 4:21:27. Monica
Magnusson followed by one second giving her a second place finish
with a cumulative overall time of 4:21:28. Liz Stewart won third place
with 4:26:44 overall cumulative time. Julia Larsen placed fourth with
5:04:22; Dave Hochman placed fifth with 5:09:01; Gabe Dunham
placed sixth with 5:15:02; and Clayton Perry placed seventh with an
overall time of 5:28:33. Stephen Peterson with 5:36:38, Becky Englert
with 6:03:40, Allen Berge with 6:10:12, and Jane Devlin with 6:21:13
are eight, ninth, tenth and eleventh place respectively.
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2017 Pedigree Stage Stop Results
Place

Musher

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6

Day 7

Overall Time

1

Lina Streeper

2:19:19

4:06:23

3:09:07

3:20:39

3:35:19

3:24:04

3:13:07

23:07:58

2

Dave Torgerson

2:22:22

4:04:15

3:15:18

3:23:45

3:39:19

3:30:07

3:12:22

23:27:28

3

Bruce Magnusson

2:19:59

4:20:23

3:19:39

3:34:36

3:48:43

3:30:06

3:32:22

24:25:48

4

JR Anderson

2:22:06

4:29:06

3:28:11

3:36:05

3:55:50

3:41:21

3:23:09

24:55:48

5

Jerry Bath

2:22:08

4:02:41

3:38:28

3:47:05

4:03:47

3:39:47

3:22:55

24:56:51

6

Dennis Laboda

2:30:02

4:26:39

3:39:05

3:42:13

4:01:34

3:43:31

3:37:31

25:40:35

7

Jeff Conn

2:26:56

4:23:25

3:27:41

3:47:37

4:05:38

3:52:53

3:36:42

25:40:52

8

Alix Crittenden

2:33:29

4:32:29

3:37:50

3:43:30

4:00:38

3:48:05

3:40:05

25:56:06

9

Jerry Scdoris

2:41:53

4:42:17

3:45:58

4:04:17

4:13:12

4:05:17

3:40:50

27:13:44

10

Frank Moe

2:33:06

4:44:09

3:52:07

4:06:59

4:32:54

4:13:48

3:53:19

27:56:22

11

Austin Forney

2:45:22

4:49:20

4:05:25

4:19:34

4:21:18

4:12:36

3:50:40

28:24:15

12

Laura Daugereau

2:41:02

5:14:59

4:23:29

4:31:55

4:48:16

4:18:18

4:12:30

30:10:29

13

Chris Adkins

3:20:18

5:35:32

4:34:29

4:42:29

5:10:46

5:18:49

5:04:00 33:46:23

14

Jeff Adkins

3:18:14

5:38:11

4:41:00

5:14:12

5:30:46

5:24:29

5:05:44

34:52:36
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SOURDOUGHS
AND BAGELS
The Lasting Effects of a Moment in Time
by Deb ‘Danny’ Glenn

A

lmost 150 years ago most Americans believed that Alaska
was nothing more than a useless frozen desert. The whole
territory belonged to Russia then, with never more than a few
hundred Russian settlers living there because of its harsh conditions.
And for the most part Americans were content that the Russians had
their colony along with its polar bears, walruses, rain, snow and ice with the exception of the consideration that the Russian Bear was an
undesirable neighbor on the American continent and possible further
Russian expansion south of 54 degrees 40’ was disconcerting.
Late in the wintery month of December 1866 changed all that when
then Secretary of State, William H. Seward met with Russians leaders
whereupon it was decided Russia’s destiny was to cede Alaska to the
United States for the purchase price of $7.2M in gold.
My great-great grandmother, Caroline “Maria” Seward was William
H’s cousin, and through history and time, stories of Bill’s folly have
made it down the line. According to Frederick Seward (William H.’s
son), his father was playing whist (a card game) when Eduardo de
Stoeckl, Russian Minister to the U.S. told Seward he would come
over to the State Department in the morning to draw up the treaty
(for the sale). Over cards, cigars and libations, Seward, who knew the
reality that morning light might cancel out the offer, pushed back
from the card table and said, “Why wait ‘til tomorrow, Mr. Stoeckl?
Let us make the treaty tonight.” “But your Department is closed,”
Stoeckl supposedly replied. “You have no clerks, and my secretaries
are scattered about the town!” “Never mind that,” said Seward. “If you
can muster your legation together before midnight, you will find me
waiting for you at the Department, which will be open and ready for
business.”
And so it was as the lights flickered in the offices of the new State
Department into the wee hours of Saturday morning, March 30, 1867,
by 4:00am, the 27-page document was signed, sealed and ready for
transmission to St. Petersburg and to the U.S. Senate. Seward got his
icebox. News of the treaty provoked adverse comment when it became
public knowledge the United States had taken possession after
ratifications had been exchanged. The New York Herald published
a mock advertisement: “Cash! Cash! Cash! – Cash paid for cast-off
territory”. The New York Tribune asked why we should buy Russian
icebergs? “Seward’s Folly – should we call it Walrussia? Should we
give polar bears the vote?”
Opposition to the purchase of Alaska subsided with the Klondike
Gold Strike in 1896. And when Bill Dikeman and John Beaton found
gold on Otter Creek on Christmas Day, 1908, the stampede to Iditarod
country began, bringing thousands of miners who camped on its
banks and made Otter Creek the second largest producer of placer
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gold in the Iditarod district. Surveys of the placer gold district of the
Iditarod were made in June, 1910, and by September of that year, Major
W.P. Richardson, the U.S. Road Commissioner for Alaska cabled the
news that work would begin on a winter mail trail between Seward
and Iditarod – the mail trail that would become the Iditarod Trail and
later, the “Last Great Race on Earth” sled dog race.
In 2008 while spending time outdoors with my Alaskan sled dog
rescues (four years after my first trip to the the ceremonial start
of Iditarod in Anchorage and finish in Nome, and two years after
coming close to pulling the hook on Fourth Avenue myself), a fancy
black luxury car pulled up to the dog lot. Living in a rural area of
Madison, Wisconsin, I was taken aback by this would-be spectator.
As I extended my callus-ridden palms - the residual affects of the
thousands of miles I had clutched my driving bow the year before and
the year before that as I prepared for my rookie Iditarod, I noticed
that my once-manicured nails had long been transformed to mushers’
hands – ‘dog’ that permeates the skin was deep and the tell-tale dark
rings that circumvents the nail bed made my hands look dirty. That
and my scraggly, unkempt musher hair greeted this spry man (he was
almost 90 at the time) with a fresh hair-cut and dress pants. Yet he
smiled a smile of recognition. He had seen hair and hands like mine
before - on the woman he had sponsored to run Iditarod in the 1980’s
(name withheld for privacy). But there was more to this man than the
odd coincidental meeting between an Iditarod buff and an Iditarod
driver wanna-be; Phillip Peterson was the co-founder of Berntsen
International, Inc., the major manufacturer and supplier of survey
markers, and primary provider of monuments to federal agencies
responsible for marking boundaries and measuring heights with GPS
satellite technology who in 1983 worked with the State of Alaska,
Department of Natural Resources, and marked with brass survey
monuments, the Iditarod Historic Trail. Phil and I became quick
friends and exchanged enriching stories over the next couple of years
before he passed. And while I declined his generous offer for Iditarod
sponsorship because I didn’t want to take the risk it would somehow
interfere with our friendship, I did accept one gift from him - one of
the only two official Iditarod Trail Markers that were not used to mark
the trail. Of interest to note: the marker has the official Iditarod Trail
logo inscribed into it – the one Bill Devine designed for use by the
Iditarod Trail Committee back in the 1960’s, and that is still used as
ITC’s official logo yet today.
In the short years that followed the U.S. Road Commission’s work
on the Iditarod trail, it soon became a major thoroughfare through
Alaska. In the mid-1950’s Joe and Vi Redington were writing letters
to help bring remembrance to the old Iditarod Trail and its important
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historical significance to Alaska’s history. It
was a natural friendship that formed later
when Dorothy Page conceived the idea of a
sled dog race over the historic trail, and she
found support from the Redington’s who felt
the race would help in their quest to preserve
the gold rush and mail route and get it
nationally recognized.
The year after my heart-breaking failed
attempts to run Iditarod 2005 and 2006…too
inexperienced to finish a 300-mile qualifier
shortly after the rookie meeting, and a family
circumstance respectively, I returned to
Alaska to partake in the pre and post-Iditarod
race festivities, and to learn more about longdistance racing from my friends who would
run that year. I had been helping friend, Leo
Rasmussen, retired Nome mayor, director on
the All-Alaska Sweepstakes Committee (Side
note: I helped with historic research for that
event, and after locating Leonhard Seppala’s
granddaughter, I flew out to California to
meet with her; she looks just like him and
possess the same sense of adventure and
accomplishment – Time magazine named her
one of the top ten most influential attorneys
in the U.S.) and head of the Iditarod Trail
Educational Mail Project put flyers on all of
the Iditarod Banquet tables before the start
in Anchorage, when Bill Devine walked in
to ready for the speech he would give to the
myriads of mushers, sponsors, and race fans.
I shook hands with him and we exchanged
names. After the evenings event was over I
asked if I could interview him - something
about his mesmerizing talk and seemingly
endless tales of Iditarod lure had me hooked
to want to hear more. He invited me to his
home where he seemed eager to continue
telling stories which he did long into the night
and early hours of the morning. On the way
to his home I stopped and picked up a tape
recorder and several tapes (currently being
transferred to disc for gifting), and together
we made eight hours of recordings about
his early days…the endearing friendship he
enjoyed working alongside Joe Redington
and with Joe’s dog Featz…comments on
Iditarod Champion Dick Mackey’s dramatic
victory crossing the finish line in Nome a
mere one second ahead of Rick Swenson
in 1978…the Korean and Vietnam wars he
served in…friend, Jeff Schultz’ airplane
crash…Athabascan musher and Iditarod
Champ, Emmitt Peters…Col. Norman Vaughn
and their role in the inaugural parade for
President Ronald Raegan…old roadhouses…
his art…the Balto statue, and the Iditarod logo

he designed that as I mentioned, is still used
today and is the one on the official Iditarod
Historic Trail survey markers that are in the
ground marking the trail.
For me, all this woven wonder started
in 2004 when my mother, daughter and I
traveled to Nome to take in all the history,
pomp and circumstance of the “Last Great
Race on Earth”. I had long been enthralled
by the raw and rugged nature of the sport
of mushing – the guts-wrenching sense of
adventure of the brave exploring mushers
who would attempt such a feat, and the
undeniable, everlasting, and symbiotic bond
between mushers and their dogs. I could not
believe how fortunate I felt to be able to make
the journey to both the start and the finish of
Iditarod that year. While in Nome we got to
visit a long-time family friend who lives there
- one of the men who created the famed Burled
Arch at the finish line. We were able to enjoy
many of the sights and sounds of the small
village where the Iditarod Race ends and the
Bering Sea coast marks its inland passage:
the music of a festive native dance event; a
pet reindeer riding in the back of a rusted out
pick-up truck traveling one of the 80-miles
of roads that essentially lead to nowhere. We
were able to visit a local art show and sale
in the old Russian Orthodox church where I
purchased a handmade fur headband – they
also sold ruffs and beaver mitts but I didn’t
have use for them then. We saw Libby Riddles
in her full-length fur coat sipping coffee with
friends. We learned of the Iditarod Air Force
as we ate lunch and listened to them talking
and telling stories. Later while perusing the
Iditarod Headquarters for souvenirs and
memorabilia, we got to meet the legendary
mushers Dick Mackey and Dan Seavey (who
had also worked alongside Joe Redington) as
they waited for word of where their sons were
in the race. That evening we were invited to
Leo’s (Rasmussen) house where he and his
wife Erna served us homemade cookies…
he had heard three generations of "Seward’s
Girls" (as we, in our matching sweaters were
called) were in town, and possessing much
historic intrigue, wanted to learn more.
But nothing could compare to that moment
in time – that brief exchange of emotion
when I watched Mitch (Seavey) and his dog
team cross over the finish line. I guess lines
from Shakespeare best describe my feelings
- ”the eyes say what the lips fear to speak”. I
saw in the eyes of the dogs and their musher
something special (only now do I know it’s
what we call the ‘thousand-mile stare’) and

I thought, man, where have you been, and
wherever you’ve been I need to go there. I
spent more time talking with Dick and Dan.
And after a too-short time in Nome, we took
a flight back to the lower-48. A month later I
flipped the card back and forth that had Dick
and Dan’s contact information on it…in a ‘she
loves me, she loves me not’ manner…it landed
with Mackey’s name face up. I called him and
the rest is history. He introduced me to John
Barron and I ended up living for a while in
a cabin with no electricity or running water
while I learned to become a musher. The
experience in Nome never left me – had to
act on the feelings of my heartstrings. Like
Seward’s brief moment in time during a card
game by candlelight, my glimpse back towards
White Mountain after seeing Mitch kiss his
lead dogs, changed my life. And isn’t that how
it is - as each of us experience an innocent
event however seemingly insignificant at the
time, yet become one of stunning, remarkable
and lasting impact. One only need to attend
the Covenant Church service the Sunday after
the top mushers come in, and listen to the
testimony of ‘God on the trail’ from DeeDee
or the witness and song of Jim (Lanier) and
his wife, to grasp the all-encompassing
spiritual and transformative meaning of what
the Iditarod race means to those enriched
with the blessing to be able to run. Mushers
and their dogs define a symbiotic relationship
unlike any other in that they each love what
they do and need each other to do it. Out on
the trail they get to experience the oneness
with each other…with nature…and with God.
After Dick introduced me to musher
John Barron, one of the original Iditarod
trailblazers, I sold my nursing home, leased my
first team from John, and spent the next year
running dogs in the mountains in Montana.
Now after training on miles of icy trails too
near treacherous drop-offs, hundreds of
miles in stiff and blinding blizzards where I
couldn’t even see my wheel dogs, and minus
fifty degree camp trips with my team, I am
musher poor but adventure rich. Running by
the light of the moon with sixteen of my best
friends keeps me coming back. (All mushers,
and only mushers can understand this). And
while I’ve been long over 10,000 miles with
those who make up our 50-dog kennel, and
we’ve come close to qualifying, we have yet
to conquer the rigors required to coalesce the
time, money, experience, dogs, and training
that needs to come together each year in
order to compete. Listening to Dick and John

Sourdoughs and bagels continued on page 42
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kaiser makes it a 3-pete at K300
Staff report
photo by Damon Oscar

I

f you talk to competitors of the Kuskokwim 300, or K300, as it is commonly referred to, they will be sure to tell you how difficult the race
is. There's no doubt it is one of the toughest 300-milers out there, but perhaps not for the reasons that we usually think of as extreme. It is
an intensely flat course (according to trackleaders.com, the race starts at sea level and tops out at 105 feet, just over 100 miles into the race,
or an average of just over 1 ft of gain in elevation per mile), that runs 300 river miles over the Kuskokwim River on only 10 hours of mandatory
rest. This is less rest than any other 300-mile race in the world.
While that may not sound difficult, just ask someone you know who is a marathoner, or ultra-athlete. Unvaried terrain over longer distances,
with little rest favors the most physically and mentally fit athletes, and dogs are no different. A large purse draws the biggest names in distance
racing, including multiple Iditarod and Yukon Quest champions. This year, of the 8 mushers that ran both the K300 and Iditarod, all 8 finished
in the top 30 (6th place to 27th place) of Iditarod. Also, with the significant cost and logistics of flying a team to the race start in Bethel, AK, it
can cost around $3,500 to run the race. So the competition who flies in is fielding a team they think will compete for the top spot.
Amidst top-notch competition, hometown favorite, Pete Kaiser, once again kept the trophy at home, making this his third consecutive win.
This picture, captured by a local high school student, shows Pete and his team running along the Kuskokwim River as the sun rises. To learn
more about the K300, go to K300.org.
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2017 Kuskokwim 300 Results
Place

# of dogs

Place

Musher

Time

9

10

Wade Marrs

44:31:24

8

8

11

Paul Gebhardt

44:44:11

7

9

12

Ramey Smyth

46:02:33

7

13

Hugh Neff

46:40:35

11

8

14

Jackie Larson

50:53:08

6

9

15

Jason Mackey

55:15:15

12

16

Isaac Underwood

55:18:00

6

7

17

Patrick Mackey

55:22:00

7

9

18

Roger Lee

62:46:00

12

Musher

Time

1

Peter Kaiser

40:07:54

2

Brent Sass

40:53:33

3

Richie Diehl

41:15:49

4

Ray Jr Redington

41:41:02

8

5

Jessie Holmes

42:09:40

6

Tony Browning

42:21:01

7

Mike Jr Williams

43:40:15

8

8

Ken Anderson

43:47:10

9

Jeff King

44:28:17

# of dogs
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interview

exclusive

talking dogs, boats, and
traveling to the North Pole

with Gilles Elkaim

photo by Gilles Elkaim

Interview by Miriam Körner
Photos courtesy of Gilles and Alexia Elkaim
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MK:

Thank you, Gilles and Alexia, to make time to talk
to Mushing Magazine during your Transantarctic
Expedition 2016-2018. I have so many questions it’s hard to pick one
to begin with. Since I am writing for a dog mushing magazine let’s
start by talking about the dogs: The seven dogs on your team are
the offspring of your expedition dog team from the Eurasian Arctic
Crossing between 2000 and 2004. Gilles, can you tell us a little bit
about the dogs’ contribution to your expedition?
The expedition Arktika 2000 had the goal to meet and
follow the lifestyle of the native people of the Arctic. When
I crossed through the Nenets’ country for a year I wanted to use their
way of travel, which meant travelling with reindeer. That’s why I didn’t
prepare a team of dogs before the departure. I wanted that everything
would happen naturally, on the spot.
However, after a year into the expedition, I was offered a dog as a
companion, then two others in another settlement. Then I decided
to hook them to my little pulka. Then came a fourth and a fifth dog.
During my second winter it was time for a real dog sled with a team
of eight dogs.
In each native settlement I looked for new young dogs (around a
year old) to recruit. Difficult task as good dogs (physical AND mental
condition) were scarce. Eventually I had thirteen dogs in my team.
Depending on the conditions, I travelled between 5 km and 120 km in
a day. The total distance I travelled with the dogs was about 7000 km,
the rest of the total 11300 km were by kayak, skis and reindeer sled.
Tell us a bit more about the origin of your dogs, the
Nenets Laïka and Taimyr dogs. What was their ‘job’
before they joined your team?
Nenets Laïka are dogs for herding reindeer with Nenets
herders. Nenets people travel by reindeer sled, not with
dogs. They live in a harsh environment and they are smart dogs, so
they are very fit to become sled dogs. That’s what I trained them for.
Taimyr dogs were working as sled dogs traditionally, but barely
anymore in their region of origin: The Taimyr peninsula. Nowadays,
they are mostly companion dogs in their villages. They are big fluffy,
extremely powerful and kind dogs. Amundsen and Nansen used them
when they sailed on the Siberian coast.
I chose them or they chose me and off we went. They were trained on
the trail with all the hardship of the expedition. But I had to be good
in my choice otherwise we would be at risk (the dog, the team or me).
When I finished my expedition, I decided to save this fairly unknown
primitive breed. I registered the breed of “Taimyr” (name I gave them)
in Russia and bred them in Finnish Lapland.

GE:

MK:
GE:

photo by Gilles Elkaim

MK:
GE:

What makes this breed suited for Arctic exploration?
Travelling in the Arctic wilderness requires great
experience. The solo explorer can count only on his own
resources and his dogs. The dogs should be 100% trustful, smart,
strong, and resistant to the harsh climate. Greenland sled dogs have
these qualities, but the Siberian primitive dogs have something more:
they get very attached. To work they need more affection and love than
food. When they get affection, their devotion is without limitations
and that’s what I like about these dogs.

MK:
GE:

How did you choose the seven dogs for this expedition?
I had about 50 dogs in my Camp Arktika in Finland. The
choice was easy: the strongest (physical and mental) and
the smartest dogs.

MK:

During your current expedition you are travelling for
two years on the yacht ARKTIKA and hope to reach the
North Pole by dog team from your yacht frozen into the ice. When
did the dogs board the ARKTIKA? How is the boat equipped to
accommodate human and canine explorers? How did the dogs settle
into life at sea?
The ARKTIKA wintered two years in Kirkenes (Norway)
on land. It was an opportunity to get the dogs used to the
boat without sailing. But sailing is another challenge.
I chose, equipped, and modified the boat with the idea of having a
team of six to seven dogs.
The passageways on deck are wide. I fixed a cable along the railing
and each dog has a neckline and can move on the passageway. There
is a net all around the deck. The large cockpit allows four dogs to be
sheltered from the sea. The big pilothouse provides inside shelter
to the dogs if conditions get rough. It is equipped with waterproof
cushions to avoid direct contact with the boat’s aluminum. I will have
to improve my design with duckboards so that the dogs won’t be in
contact with water on the deck.
All dogs are equipped with lifejackets, which is very convenient and
safe, especially when we go on land with the zodiac.
The front cabin is filled with 1200 kg dog food (Sanypet Forza 10),
specially prepared for us.
It is the first time in history of polar exploration that a team of sled
dogs is sailing on a long navigation offshore on a small yacht (47’). So
it is a real challenge. We have to avoid bad weather and rough sea.
We take a lot of risks in anchoring very close to shore so that the two
zodiac shuttles can to go to land quick and safe. Of course we have to
deal with polar bears (a lot in Svalbard), walruses, reindeer, seals etc.
All that makes navigation extremely difficult and risky but also very
interesting and fun.
My dogs are smart and they trust me. Wherever I am, they feel safe
and listen to me like good kids. I have trained them since they were
born (in my hands). Because they trust me nothing is impossible for
them. They will do for the love of their master. The first time we took
four dogs in the zodiac with a big swell it was as if they had done that
all their lives. Only one was a bit seasick but not as much as to be really
sick.
How do you keep them exercised for their upcoming
expedition to the North Pole?
We are sledding twice a day often in bad weather conditions
such as blizzards when I have to rely on my leader. I have
also designed a floating sled.
[The sled looks like a bathtub, but it floats and is very stable on the
water with two people, four dogs and equipment on board. It offers,
thanks to its cover, an excellent shelter with two hatches for loading
which assure ventilation. ]
Your goal is to raise awareness of the Arctic environment
that ultimately lead us to become aware of the need to
protect the Arctic. Why is this so important to you? Why should it be
important to all of us?
This is my job as an explorer and my main task as a citizen
of the world. However, my opinion is that saving the planet
is a utopia. It is too late but it is not a reason to give up. There are less
and less resources on the planet, more and more people, and more and
more fights to protect nature and more and more abuse to her.
Nature has always been my master. She gave me the happiest time
of my life. I owe respect to her. Without nature, we will die. My duty is

GE:
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MK:
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Interview with GIlles Elkaim cont'd on next page
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Photos:
Page 20: The dogs are enjoying a calm day at anchor. photo by Gregoire Potot
Page 21:
top: When the boat is rolling dogs are seeking shelter in the pilot house with Alexia. photo by Gilles Elkaim
middle: The dogs are resting next to the Arktika after a training run with Alexia. photo by Gilles Elkaim
bottom: Testing the new expedition sled in the polar night in Barentsburg (Svalbard). photo by Gilles Elkaim
Opposite: Returning from a walk on the shore of North East land (Svalbard) after 7 days of severe storm. photo by Gilles
Elkaim
Below: Gilles Elkaim reads in the pilot house.
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Interview with GIlles Elkaim cont'd from page 19
to protect the Arctic but its future as the future of the
Antarctic is doomed.
How can readers get involved in the
protection of the Arctic environment?
The Arctic is rugged, harsh but so beautiful
and powerful. The protection of the Arctic
starts by protecting your own backyard, the forest
nearby, the creek, the oceans. They don’t need to sign
a petition, they have to act and be responsible and be
respectful of the environment. But to respect something
we have to know it. That’s my task as an explorer: a
quest for beauty and the sharing of the beauty. You
don’t destroy what is precious to you.
In Svalbard I have said NO to a government which is
abusing the nature, my dogs, my wife and myself. I am
not afraid of a government. Everybody should learn to
say NO, for the sake of our planet.
How can readers follow your adventure?
Look us up on Facebook: "Arktika 2.0
Expédition Transarctique", and our webpage
is www.arktika2.com.

How can readers support you in your
adventures?
Become friends on Facebook, your likes and
commentaries keep us going for the sake of

our ethics.

One last question: When do you
anticipate to abandon the ship and
continue on by dog team?
We let the ARKTIKA freeze-up in the ice and
started to drift north with the Transpolar
current in October. The estimated speed of the current
is 5 km/day. That would bring us in the vicinity of the
Pole in Spring. We plan to leave the boat in March and
make the trip to the Pole and return to the ship in 30
to 45 days keeping track of the drifting boat by satellite
beacon.
I would love to talk with you again after
you return from the North Pole with the
dogs. Can I contact you again?
Ok.
Merci et bon voyage.
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story by Helen Hegener
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he 1967 Alaskan Centennial
celebration was a grand
affair, recognizing the 100th
anniversary of the purchase of Alaska
from Russia, and commemorative
events were taking place everywhere
in the 49th state.
One of the most eagerly anticipated events was the brainchild of
a relative newcomer to Alaska, a woman who’d moved north from
the desert climate of New Mexico only seven years earlier. Named
president of the Wasilla-Knik Centennial Committee in 1966, selfdescribed history buff Dorothy Page was charged with coming up with
a unique event for the Centennial celebration, and she decided on “a
spectacular dog race to wake Alaskans up to what mushers and their
dogs had done for Alaska. We wanted to pay them a tribute.”
At the Willow Winter Carnival, Dorothy Page met someone who
was equally interested in the history of mushing and sled dogs: Joe
Redington Sr. of Knik. Redington had come to Alaska in 1948, settling
on a homestead near Knik with his family. He’d learned about mushing
from a neighbor, Lee Ellexson, who had been one of the last dogteam
mail drivers over the Iditarod Trail. Ellexson sold Redington a few
dogs, and within a year Redington’s Knik Kennels housed 40 huskies
and he was doing search and rescue work for the U.S. Air Force with
his dogteams. Harnessing teams of 25 to 30 dogs, Redington hauled
hundreds of servicemen and millions of dollars’ worth of salvaged
parts from crashes in remote areas of Alaska. As he traveled through
the outlying villages, Redington began noticing that where there
had once been a tough and reliable sled dog team staked behind
almost every villager’s home, now there would be a bright yellow
snowmachine parked by the door, a development that Redington
considered profoundly disappointing. But there was another angle
which secured the old musher’s interest in Dorothy Page’s idea.
For many years Redington had been lobbying, with limited success,
to add the Iditarod Trail to the nation’s respected system of National
Historic Trails. The history-rich transportation artery between Seward
and Nome had once served a nearly one-thousand-mile-long string of
roadhouses, gold mining camps, Native villages, and trading posts,
stretching from Prince William Sound to the Bering Sea. Redington
thought a sled dog race over a portion of the trail would aid his efforts,
especially in this Centennial year.
And so Page and Redington teamed up to produce the 1967 Iditarod
Trail Centennial Race, billed as “the biggest event in racing history.”
The race was modeled after the first organized sled dog race in Alaska,
the 1908 All-Alaska Sweepstakes, which ran 408 miles from Nome
to Candle and return. The official name of the Centennial event
became the Iditarod Trail Seppala Memorial Race, after the three-

time Sweepstakes champion Leonhard Seppala who passed away just
a few weeks before the start. Seppala had secured his place in Alaska’s
history by participating in the 1925 Serum Run, which saved the city
of Nome from a diphtheria epidemic.
Joe Redington spearheaded the fundraising for the race, and
he enlisted his friend Dick Mackey to help blaze and reopen nine
miles of the long-dormant Iditarod Trail. Redington insisted on an
unprecedented purse of $25,000, richer than any purse offered for a
sled dog race until then. It was more than twice that of Anchorage’s
long-established Fur Rendezvous World Championship, which offered
only $7,500 in 1967, and the plump purse attracted twice as many
competitors. To assure the purse, Redington offered a piece of his
homestead to raise $10,000, and then mortgaged the balance to get
another $15,000, noting “I wanted the biggest dog race in Alaska...
and the best way to do that was to offer the biggest purse.”
On February 11 and 12, 1967, 58 teams competed in two heats along
a 25-mile course. It was a sprint race distance, but run over a historic
wilderness route which began on Knik Lake and followed the old trail
to a point just south of Flat Lake, due west of Big Lake. The race route
then turned north and crossed Flat Lake and Mud Lake before coming
in on the west end of Big Lake and crossing that frozen body of water
back to the finish line on the east side of the lake.
The unusual race attracted mushers from all around Alaska,
almost the entire mushing community of the time, which included

Seppala Memorial continued on page 35
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tips & tricks

This TIP is a snap!
(and a quick link)

x

by Jacob Witkop

W

hile out in the Manley checkpoint for this year’s Iditarod, I got to watch a few of the teams in the checkpoint. One of the
best vantage points was checking out Dallas and Mitch parked next to each other as they both arrived early morning after
less than 24 hours on the trail.
While scouring over the Seavey's teams, I noticed that they both quick-linked an Italian bronze snap to the collar of all of their dogs.
We've seen other mushers utilize an s-hook instead of quick-link. Here are a few advantages and disadvantages to the system:

Advantages:
• You don’t need snaps on all your equipment
• No need for snaps for your drop chain, on your gangline, or on
the chains at the houses. You just need one snap.
• All the dogs have a snap on them at all times.
• If you need to separate your dogs quickly, or if they run off,
then there is a snap available to rig up a leash or a tether
quickly.
• Easier to construct a makeshift picket line.
• If you are camping and two of your dogs are partnered next
to each other. If one is eating, and the other isn’t, you can
separate them by spacing them equally along your 6.5 ft -8 ft
gangline section.
• If you look at Dallas’ gangline, you may notice the necklines
hanging down from the gangline in the middle of the
gangline section. He can hook up one of the dogs to this
neckline, essentially forming a picket line. Without the snap
quick-linked to the collar, it would be impossible to leave
a fixed neckline there because a neckline with a dangling
snap would bother the dogs as they were running.
• With the increasing number of distance teams using toggles
on tuglines, a snap on the neckline allows the musher to
camp a dog on the toggled tug-line.

Disadvantages:

Quick link

snap
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• If the snap breaks, you have to be prepared to quicklink another
snap on, which takes longer than simply replacing a broken snap
on your gangline.
• The dogs are carrying around the extra hardware.
• Never heard of the snaps attaching to different objects, lines,
etc.
• Metal gets cold and the large end of the snap ends up dangling
near their tongue when they run, so it is possible to frostbite
their tongue.
• Since the snap is always attached to the collar, it can get
gummed up. Whose dog doesn’t like rolling in something
dirty now and then?
• Swedish snaps are better-suited for the dog yard because they
won’t break as easily as the Italian bronze snap.
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Seppala Memorial continued from page 33
respected dog drivers and sprint racers such
as George Attla, Gareth Wright, Earl Norris,
Jerry Riley, Orville Lake, Herbie Nayokpuk,
Dick Mackey, and even two champion sprint
mushers from Massachusetts: Dr. Roland
Lombard and Dr. Charles Belford. Among
the 58 teams entered were three Redington
teams, driven by Joe and his sons: Joee and
Raymie. Although many of the mushers who
entered were already champions, the race was
won by a relative newcomer, Inupiat Eskimo
Isaac Okleasik, driving a team of big village
working huskies.
The Anchorage Daily News featured a
photo of Isaac the next morning, kneeling next
to one of his huskies, and the accompanying
article gave information about the champion
musher: “Isaac Okleasik, a 46-year-old
Eskimo from Teller, Alaska, was the winner of
the Iditarod Trail Centennial Dog Sled Race
last weekend.
“The crowd-pleasing musher pumped
his 11-dog team to a first place win on both
days to take home a record $7,000 in prize
money. He finished two minutes and 13
seconds ahead of Pete Shepherd of Fairbanks.
Okleasik is a working musher who puts in an
average of 600 miles a month. This informal
training paid off on the tiring 27.8 mile trail.
“In the first heat on Saturday, Okleasik
passed 16 teams to gain a slim 13-second
lead over 19-year-old Billy Sturdevant of
Anchorage.
“Sturdevant closed the gap at one time
Sunday, but the trail was too long and his
dogs tired. He finished third behind Pete
Shepherd.
“Shepherd was one of four Fairbanks
mushers to finish in the top ten. The others
were Steve Lasonsky, fourth; Harold

Greenway, sixth; and Gareth Wright, ninth.
They admitted to running a grudge race
among themselves.
“Huslia also made a strong showing with
two top racers - George Attla Jr., in fifth place,
and Warner Vent in seventh. Larry Westlake
of Kiana won eighth place.
“Two eastern veterinarians, Charles Belford
of Deerfield, Mass., and Roland Lombard of
Wayland, Mass., finished tenth and eleventh,
respectively. Joee Redington Jr., last year’s
winner of the world championship race,
finished twelfth.
“The top finishers agreed that the race
should be held in future years; ‘Preferably
with the same purse,’ reported Steve
Lasonsky. Lombard said the race should be
run should be ‘run in three heats, on three
different days.’
“They also felt that, while the course was
tiring, the trail was in very good shape.
“Race committee chairman Joe Redington
Sr., who finished 47th, said, This is the Iditarod
Trail Race, and I think we have a course that
honors the trail. It’s a man punisher and a dog
pounder but these mushers like it and that’s
the test of any trail.’”
The following year, 1968, the race was
canceled due to lack of snow, and only 12
mushers participated in the second event in
1969, when the organizers could only raise a
purse of $1,000. Interest waxed and waned
over the next few years, until Joe Redington,
determined not to let the dream of a major
long-distance sled dog race die, envisioned the
1,000-mile trek to Nome which mushers and
fans are familiar with today. With the backing
and assistance of two Wasilla schoolteachers,
Tom Johnson and Gleo Huyck, Joe set about
making his dream a reality, and the rest, as
they say, is history.

Got a Tip or a Trick you'd like to share?
Have an innovation that can help other mushers?
We would love to hear about it! Send your photos,
instructions, required materials and tools, etc. by
mail, email, or message us on Facebook.

x

x
x x
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Dorothy Page helped form the Iditarod
Trail Committee, which organizes the race,
and the Musher’s Hall of Fame in Knik. She
served four terms on the Wasilla City Council,
and was elected Mayor of Wasilla from 1986
to 1987. She volunteered as the President of
the Wasilla-Knik-Willow Creek Historical
Society, and was the curator of the Wasilla
and Knik museums. She died on November
16, 1989, and after her death, the Wasilla
Museum was renamed the Dorothy G. Page
Museum in her honor. She is commemorated
by the Dorothy G. Page Halfway Award, given
to the first musher to reach the midpoint of
the Iditarod, the Cripple checkpoint on evennumbered years, and the trail’s namesake of
Iditarod on odd-numbered years. She was
named the Honorary Musher, Bib #1, during
the 1997 Iditarod.
Joe Redington Sr. became known as
the “Father of the Iditarod” for his work
promoting the race, and personally competed
in seventeen Iditarods from 1974 to 1997,
including a 5th-place finish at the age of 72.
He was 80 years old when he completed the
1997 race. Joe also organized and ran five
Iditarod Challenges, a guided trip to Nome
for paying clients, between 1993 and 1997.
Joe Redington died on June 24, 1999, and
was buried in his favorite dog sled in the
Wasilla cemetery. A memorial with a lifesize bronze statue was unveiled at the nearby
Iditarod Trail Committee Headquarters, on
February 1, 2003.
Helen Hegener is the author of over a dozen
books on Alaskan history, including Alaskan
Roadhouses, Alaska Sled Dog Tales, The
Yukon Quest Trail, and The First Iditarod.
Her website is northernlightmedia.com

C Like an article?
$ Something need a closer look?
 Share your thoughts.
[we love hearing from readers.]
write to us at any of the following:
email: jake@mushing.com
Facebook: www.Facebook.com/mushingmagazinellc
USPS: 2300 Black Spruce Ct, Fairbanks, AK 99709
mushing magazine
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interview

exclusive

B

orn into a family with a storied mushing history, Roxy Wright grew into a dominant
competitor by first winning the Women's World Championships (she holds the
record for most wins) and then becoming the first female to win the North American
and Fur Rendezvous (winning those multiple times). Sports Illustrated lists her at #7 on
their list of the all-time greatest athletes from Alaska.
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Exclusive Insider on Fur Rendezvous and Open North American Championships champion team of Arleigh Reynolds, driven by Roxy Wright
Roxy’s team was surprisingly young, as the core that Arleigh Reynolds won every race in
2013 and 2014 is phasing out of the main team. Only five of the dogs that raced in Roxy’s
Rondy were in Arleigh's team when he won Rondy and North American in 2014. Stratos,
Cal, Gehrig, Rondy, and Muldoon made the cut, but Stratos, an 8-yr-old, was dropped prior
to the ONAC.
There were 3 two-year-olds who were bred by Joee Redington, Jr. who ran the Rondy.,
including Pale, who raced the 3rd day in lead at the Rondy and led all three days of the
ONAC. In the North American team, there were 4 Joee Redington, Jr. two-year-olds.
All dogs in the team are either Kyle [Lobben (E.Ellis) x Pin (T. Killam)] pups or grandpups,
even the dogs who were bought from Joee Redington Jr.. Kyle led Arleigh’s team for much
of the early and mid-2000s and was the foundational breeding male for Arleigh’s winning
teams in 2013 and 2014, and Roxy’s 2017 winning team. Arleigh has always described Kyle
as the biggest-hearted dog.
Roxy’s Championship Team Line-ups

Dogs listed below by age. Roxy's Fur Rondy team was composed of 10 females and 5 males. She ran Open
North American with 9 females and 6 males. Dogs that only ran in one of the races are noted.
Two years old:
Pale (leader, day 3 of Rondy, all 3 days of ONAC), F, Kid (Reynolds) x Dolly (Redington)
Squall, F, Pete (Reynolds) x Agnes (Redington)
Shade, F, Pete (Reynolds) x Agnes (Redington)
Tavros, M, Stratos (Reynolds) x Sippee (Reynolds)
1
Goldie, F, Pete (Reynolds) x Dog from Taylor Kennel (Carrol)
2
Ghost, M,(Pete (Reynolds) x Agnes (Redington)
2
Russell, M, Pete (Reynolds) x Dog from the Taylors (Carrol)
Three years old:
Cloud (leader all 3 days, both races), M, Stratos (Reynolds) x Cabo (Reynolds)
Amy, F, Ghandi (Rupertz) x Aggie (Reynolds)
1
Storm, F, Stratos (Reynolds) x Cabo (Reynolds)
2
Molly, F, Ghandi (Rupertz) x Muldoon (Reynolds)
2
Kelly, F, Ghandi (Ruptertz) x Muldoon (Reynolds)
Four years old:
Jolt, M, Jack (Reynolds) x Sonny (Reynolds)
Five years old:
1
Anya (leader, day 1 and 2), F, Eiger (Reynolds) x Joline (Reynolds)
Cal, F, Kyle (Reynolds) x Cabo (Reynolds)
Gehrig, M, Kyle (Reynolds) x Cabo (Reynolds)
Seven years old:
Rondy, F, Kyle (Reynolds) x Poker (Lanser)
Muldoon, F, Kyle (Reynolds) x Poker (Lanser)
Eight years old:
1
Stratos, M, Kyle (Reynolds) x Poker (Lanser)
Fur Rendezvous only; 2Open North American Championship only

1

After this year, she can now add oldest
competitor to win the North American and Fur
Rendezvous. This is why we were so excited to
interview Roxy, as it seems like if she is on the
back of a dog team, she can overcome any obstacle.
Without a doubt, her comeback from retirement
was the most exciting story in an awesome 2017
race season in all realms of the sport.

JW:
RW:

Let’s start from the beginning,
you were born into a mushing
family, with your dad Gareth at the helm.
My dad won the North
American and the Rondy
in the spring of 1950 and I was born in
November of 1950. He won the Rondy
again in ‘52 and ‘57. He won the North

American again in 1983 so he had a spread
of 33 years between his major career wins.
Well, actually he ran Charlie’s and my dog
team in the Tok Race of Champions in
1990 and he won it. So actually 40 years
of a winning span. That is pretty exciting
because Tok is a pretty major race as you

Interview with Roxy Wright cont'd next page
mushing magazine
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Interview with Roxy Wright cont'd from prev page
usually have all the big names there.
You started winning your first
major open races in 1989, but
when did you start racing?
I started racing in the open in
1976. I think when I won the
Rondy, it was my 14th time, but I have never
finished lower than 8th so I was always a
strong competitor as it is hard to make the
top ten sometimes.
I actually started running women’s races
because that was where women usually
raced. I won the women’s North American
and the women’s World Championship. Then
I thought, well, maybe I will try to win them
more than anybody else, and I did that.
In 1976, my dad trained his team up and
he wasn’t going to run the team, so I ran the
them. I came back thinking, I like this, and I
can do this. So it got into my mind and brain
that I would like to compete in the open.
Then, I was an annual competitor.
There had been women running the Rondy
and North American previously. For example,
Natalie Norris in the ‘50s. Looking back, I
saw Kit Mcinnis, so there were a number of
different women that ran at different times,
but I was probably the first woman to become
a perennial competitor.
Yeah, a lot of people talk about
the accomplishments of Libby

JW:
RW:

JW:

Roxy sits with leader Cloud awaiting the Fur Rondy awards ceremony. Photo by Britt Coon

“

I actually started running women’s races
because that was where women usually raced.
I won the women’s North American and the
women’s World Championship. Then I thought,
well, maybe I will try to win them more than
anybody else, and I did that.
Riddles as the first Iditarod
champion, and then Susan
Butcher
for
winning
4 Iditarods. In sprint
mushing, you are the first
woman to win any major
open race, and you won
them multiple times.
At the Rondy,
I am the first
and only woman to win it.
The North American, Amy
Streeper won it twice. But
now I have added the oldest
winner to both of those
races, male or female. (we
both laugh)
So when you
started,
you
had dogs from your dad.
When you were winning the

RW:

JW:

Roxy leaves the start line of Open
North American Championships
with Pale and Cloud in lead. Photo
by Rose Hewitt
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races in the late-’80s and early-’90s,
were they still the foundation behind
your dogs?
My dad, I would say, is the top
breeder of all time. He got his
dogs from Johnnie Allen, who was winning in
the ‘30s. He had some Irish Setter and wolf
in his dogs. My dad bred in more Irish Setter,
which has become known as the Aurora
Husky. He actually looked into registering the
breed, but he soon discovered the standards
don’t count towards sled dog racing - color of
coat, height, etc. because what matters is the
pull on the tugline.
He did a lot of line-breeding, and he bred to
a lot of top dogs throughout the state. So if you
look back at the pedigrees of the top sprint
or distance racing teams, almost all of them
will go back to my dad’s dogs. The Rondy and
North American are the criteria, with 3 runs
in a row of 20-30 miles. It demands speed
and endurance, so it is the ultimate proving
grounds for developing the ultimate sled dog.
The distance dogs, you can slow them
down, but the best dogs are the best dogs.

RW:
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“

My dad, I would say, is
the top breeder of all
time. He got his dogs
from Johnnie Allen, who
was winning in the ‘30s.
He had some Irish Setter
and wolf in his dogs.
My dad bred in more
Irish Setter, which has
become known as the
Aurora Husky. He actually
looked into registering
the breed, but he soon
discovered the standards
don’t count towards
sled dog racing - color
of coat, height, etc.
because what matters is
the pull on the tugline.

”

They have to be built well and have a good
head, because they will be the fastest and
the toughest.
Do you think with the
introduction of Pointers, that
sprint is still the breeding standard? Or is
there a dichotomy.
I personally like sled dogs to
have good coat, good feet.
The team I had before I retired, they
didn’t have to have boots our wear jackets,
they were a lot more versatile. I could sell
my dogs to sprint mushers or distance
mushers. A lot of the top Iditarod teams got
dogs from me. For example, my son raced
dogs from my dad and me and he came in
2nd twice in Iditarod.
The pointers are fast and are eager to
run; though, it is different to run them than
the Alaskan Husky. I didn’t have to ride a
track (drag mat) to slow Alaskans down, you
could train them to set a pace; whereas, the
pointer crosses, you have to ride the track
so they don’t go out too hard and fall off.
They don’t think in that way, but that’s a big,
broad, general brush.
So generally, the Alaskan Husky holds
a bit in reserve and the pointers are like a

JW:

RW:

labrador, its brain turns off when it sees a
stick thrown in the water. It can’t do anything
else but jump in the water and get that stick.
The German Shorthair Pointers have a
little of that in their brain when it comes to
running, because their brain kind of shuts off.
But again, that is a big, general broad-brush.
So you are still partial to
Alaskan Huskies?

JW:
RW:
JW:
RW:

Yes.
What other changes have you
seen in racing since you retired
over 20 years ago?
There also has been the use
of GPS’s. You can look at your
speed and regulate, and I didn’t have that
when I was racing before. I used to race on
wood sleds, now there are Aluminum and
Carbon Fiber sleds. I still like my wooden
sleds better, but I didn’t have a nice track to
hold down the team, going out, so the track is
better on the Danler I used. I used to have to
run one runner in the snow on the edge of the
trail to slow them down, or drag my feet, and
that was pretty tiring.

Interview with Roxy Wright cont'd next page
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Interview with Roxy Wright cont'd from prev page

JW:

Have you seen any differences in
training between now and then?
Like one of the things I have heard is that
Pointers have to see the distance, whereas
Alaskan’s used to be trained shorter.
I have had one of the best coaches,
Arleigh Reynolds, helping me run
his dogs. I listen to his experiences, with his
dogs. So it is hard to say. We did have a couple
of dogs that got bumped out of the team for
longer mile training runs that still made and
finished all three days of North American. So
that is an example that they didn’t really need
those long runs.
Again, you can’t put a big, general brush
over all the dogs, especially when you have
different mushers and interaction styles
between the dogs. A musher needs to find
what works for them and what is comfortable
to them… Different dogs, even within a
kennel, are required different approaches and
different training.
The biggest thing is the musher themselves
being capable of reading the dogs and
understanding what they are thinking and
feeling. It is not something you can put
your finger on and teach someone else. For
example, I think that dog needs to stay home
today, he may need a bit more rest because
each dog is unique.
You mentioned Arleigh was
coaching you, and you were
running his dogs. When you were discussing
different training runs, was there new
training techniques? Or did you bring
back some older training principles and
techniques?

RW:

JW:

RW:

It is a lot of the same things. When
Arleigh first started running
open, after I had retired, he always talked to
me about how his dogs were doing. He really
likes me to go work with his pups because I
have a good eye for dogs and evaluating them.
Him and I interact and train our dogs so
similarly, so it works really well for us, and it
was seamless whether I was on the back of the
runners, or he was.
Having Arleigh to discuss training and
strategy is a valuable tool. You can kick ideas
around with each other. We have mutual
respect for each other’s knowledge, so we are
not offended if we don’t agree. It really helps
because we can come up with a plan that is
probably better than if one of us came up with
it all on our own.
It has been an incredible gift, and a lot of
fun to work with him in the last couple of
years.
Arleigh’s trail is always really
well groomed, where your
training trails really well groomed as well?
I trained for the style of racing I
was doing. So when I went over
and won Alpirod, I trained slower and on
softer trails because that was the way that
race was.
The most important aspects of a sled dogs,
is they pull. So i like to teach pups to pull
when they are younger. So I run pups in deep
snow, on uneven surfaces, on ice. It teaches
them to be good workers, and teaches them
to do well in adverse conditions because in
spite of our great grooming tools, sometimes
mother nature throws a wrench in a race trail.
I’m a believer in training and teaching the
dogs to do well no matter the conditions they
are in. If it is bad conditions, I tell them to

JW:
RW:

slow them down and that is another tool you
have, if you can teach them to slow down,
easy, straight ahead.
You mentioned you have a good
eye for puppies. What are you
looking for?
A smooth gait. If they have a leg
that throws out, even if they have
a great head and heart, he or she will probably
tire. On the flip side, if they run like smooth
like a deer, they can go longer.
Another thing, is the stride has to be long
enough. If it is too short, it takes more jumps
to keep up with the rest of the team. They will
be able to do it for awhile, but probably will
tire on 20-30 mile runs.
If they aren’t well-gaited, they are more
injury prone. Or they will tire easier, and that
will cause them to get injured. If you had a
team that ran with a short reach, they may not
get injured, but they will likely not be able to
compete with a better-gaited team, with a
longer stride.
Say you are looking at a litter
of 9-month-olds–other mushers
have told me that females, especially smaller
ones, tend to be better on their feet.
A good dog is a good dog.
Sometimes males do go through
an awkward stage but the good ones don’t
usually ever look awkward.
Over
than
developmental
reasons, one of the reasons
I say that, is I have leafed through North
American pedigree books from the early
‘90s and it seems like most of the competitive
teams were running small females that were
in the 40-45 lb range.
You get that size of a female, it is
easier for them to maintain the
speed. If you have a 60 lb male, especially on
a softer trail, they will break through. So it is
harder to get a male to do it, but when you get
them, they are just as good.
Let’s switch gears a bit, let’s talk
about the development of what I
think is the greatest story of this year’s race
season - what got you back on the runners
after 20 years of retirement?
I was just going to help train at
Arleigh’s (2015-2016 race season)
and I said, “how about 2 days per week”, and
Arleigh said, “how about 3?” I agreed, so
come November, the team was really starting
to come together and he said he couldn’t race.
So I said if the leaders can do it, then I’d be

JW:
RW:

JW:

RW:
JW:

RW:
JW:

RW:

Roxy's leaders, Anya and Cloud, run in sync at Fur
Rondy. Photo by Britt Coon
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back on the runners.
Most of his race leaders were older, so I was running a two-year
old male, Cloud, and I had a one-year old, Squall, that ran most of the
training year in lead. Then I had 4-year-old leader, Anya, who took
some time to be able to run in front of the main team and she ended up
stepping up to run with Cloud.
So they started working well together, and I kind of fell into racing
again.
Let’s talk about some of the races this year. Arleigh told
me that on the Thursday before the North American,
given the trail conditions and temperature, you expected to run the
course in 64:20, you ran it in 64:15.8 without a GPS.
Yes, and on the last day, I looked at the additional mileage
with the 30-mile extension, and I was within one second
of my target time. I was incredibly close… we know the dog team

JW:

RW:

(laughs).
At the Rondy, we didn’t have radio coverage to hear the checkpoint
times, but we had a certain pace in mind (3:20 to 3:30 miles) and we
were able to do that. We came in after the first day, and happened to
be up five minutes on Buddy.
But our team was really consistent there too. I was within 30
seconds, progressively faster, all three days. So my target was to pick a
pace that they could maintain for 3 days over the course in Anchorage.
It was amazing to see your consistency at Rondy,
especially with dropping dogs, especially Anya, who was
your leader for day 1 and day 2 and you replaced her with a two-year
old who hadn’t hardly raced before.
Anya was 5 this year and she stepped up last year so I
could run North American. She is not the fastest, but
she is crazy to go. We figured she could make Rondy, which was nice
for Cloud, because he was a young dog who only raced two races last
year. He raced the ASDRA championships this year, and so this was
only his fourth race in his life and he was going down the streets of
Anchorage.
Having Anya, who is fearless, was nice. I knew she couldn’t make
North American, and she had one back leg that was a little tired after
the second day. So we had another two year old, who Arleigh picked
up from Joee Redington, stepped up for day 3.
She actually went up to the line in lead on the first day, because
Anya was in heat, and I had a few other girls in heat, so it was another
complication for Cloud. The poor boys on the truck were crazy. So we
put Anya back in lead at the last minute because we didn’t want her

JW:

RW:

Interview with Roxy Wright cont'd on next page

YOU SPEND A LOT OF TIME & EFFORT TRAINING YOUR TEAM. WHY LEAVE THEIR NUTRITION TO CHANCE?

OPTIMIZE
THEIR
POTENTIAL!
ANNAMAET HAS BEEN STUDYING WORKING DOGS FOR OVER 30 YEARS!

Made with human grade chicken, salmon,
or buffalo, our products are GMO free.
Chelated minerals & optimum levels of
Omega 3 fatty acids support the immune
system.
L-carnitine helps maintain lean muscle
mass & increases fat metabolism.

Reward your team with Annamaet’s
Canine Companion Treats!

You don’t have to be out-fed
with our supplement line!

Visit annamaet.com to see our complete product line
mushing magazine
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Interview with Roxy Wright cont'd from prev page
distract Cloud.
The two year old, is awesome, but the only
reason we didn’t run her in lead a bunch was
she is a very picky eater and was thin. She
got too thin in December when it got cold
and we were upping the miles and she was

“

Also, because I’m an
Alaska Native and a
woman, I am a crowd
favorite all over Alaska.
So for me to come
back after 20 years and
beat the out-of-stater,
it was incredible energy
that was supporting
me.
My daughter was on
the street in Anchorage
and she said she could
tell it was me coming
because there was a
wave of cheering that
came up the street with
me.

”

losing power on the end of the runs. We found
she would eat frozen food, not fresh food; at
North American, we gave her canned salmon
and canned moose meat, whatever to get her
eat. But she is an awesome dog.
It was a nice touch to have the
Streepers come up and race this
year, and have you beat them, since they are
considered the standard in todays open class
racing.
At Rondy, Buddy said he wasn’t
going to make any mistakes at
North American, because he still had the best
team in the world, but I still beat him. To me,
Arleigh’s team won both the major races so it
is the top team at this moment. It was close,
but that is what competition is. It is good that
it was close because it was exciting for the
spectators, it was exciting for the competitors,
so it was good for the sport.
If you have one team that dominates and
runs away with all the titles, like the Streepers
have tended to do,the race is not as exciting
for spectators and is discouraging for other
mushers. I think a lot of people assumed that
Buddy was going to win these races and the
question was, who would be second. But he
didn’t win them.
Also, because I’m an Alaska Native and a
woman, I am a crowd favorite all over Alaska.
So for me to come back after 20 years and beat
the out-of-stater, it was incredible energy that
was supporting me.
My daughter was on the street in Anchorage
and she said she could tell it was me coming
because there was a wave of cheering that

JW:

RW:

came up the street with me.
You have raced Yellowknife,
Alpirod, Rondy, Iditarod, etc. so
all over the US, Canada, in Europe. What is
your favorite race?
Rondy and North American and
I’m not going to pick one or the
other.
While this wasn’t a big race, one
of my favorite stories is about
the Solstice 50 race, when they wouldn’t let
you race because you had too few dogs to
start, but you still beat everyone by over a
half hour.
Yeah, that was pretty special.
Abbie and I planned on running
the race and their was a minimum of dogs.
My goal was to get Abbie racing, so I had 6
dogs left over and they said, “you can go, you
just can’t be in the race.” So I went out last,
behind the teams doing the 50 and 100 mile
races. I passed every single team and came to
the finish line 10-15 minutes before the next
team. I passed Abby, Aliy Zirkle, everybody.

JW:

RW:
JW:
RW:

JW:
RW:
JW:
RW:

How did you do that?
I don’t know. The dogs just like
me and I probably trained faster
than the Iditarod teams.
Thanks
Roxy,
and
congratulations on an awesome
season!
You’re welcome.

subscribe or renew online @ mushing.com
Sourdoughs and bagels continued from page 23
and Doug (Swingley) tell tales of the trail
while enjoying the scent of woodsmoke and
a thick stew in my cabin taught me much…
spending years with and around Ed and Tasha
(Stielstra), even more – hearing their laughter
over travails…the gush and swoon over their
love for their dogs (the dogs always come
first – no physicians on the trail, but 42 race
veterinarians tend each dog at each Iditarod
checkpoint and many points in between)…the
harrowing stories (begging their lead dogs to
‘come gee’ to avoid the rush of unstoppable
river flow when the ice broke for example)…
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the exuberance…is the encumbrance of the
true essence of life. I believe the ‘all’ of life
is made significant by its struggles. And that
regardless how insignificant you may feel…
how you got to where you are (whether an
old Sourdough living a subsistence lifestyle
in Alaska or a modern-day working girl bagel
eater from Wisconsin), or where you strive to
be, you can always make a difference in the
lives of others along the way, and can always
find hope in every tomorrow. Just ask your
dogs – they do it every day. •

Advertising in
Mushing Magazine is
cost effective and
it works.
Reach dog owners and outdoor
recreation enthusiasts
across the world.

jake@mushing.com
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report by Rebecca Knight

H

undreds of dogs and racers representing eleven
countries and competing in 19 different classes, gathered
for the IFSS 2017 Winter World Championships in
central Ontario January 24th - February 1st. The 100,000 acre
Haliburton Forest and Wildlife Preserve provided the venue for
all skijor, limited and unlimited sled sprint and mid- distance
races with trails providing competitors challenging rolling

terrain against a backdrop of beautiful hardwood forests.
IFSS World Championships bring together not only some
of the best teams in the world but also officials, volunteers,
veterinarians and spectators all passionate about dog powered
sports. The Haliburton event was another great reunion of all of
these with comraderie & the excitement of competition.
Full results at www.worlddogsleddingchampionships.ca

race
wrap-up

Haliburton World Championships

photo by Marey Parent

photo by Marey Parent

photo by Marey Parent

photo by Carol Craiglow

photo by Mark Robinson
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superdogs
roxy

wright

descriptions by Roxy Wright
photos from Roxy Wright collection
photograhers noted where known

2017 Fur Rendezvous &
Open North American Champion

This is the first time we have featured a "retro"
SuperDogs. It features the greatest leaders from
the many great teams Roxy has run over the
years, including her two leaders from this year’s
team.

(check out our exclusive interview wih her on page 36!)

Cloud
photo by Bev Kokrine

Pale

Pale ♀
{40 lbs}
2014
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Kid (Reynolds) x Dolly (Redington)
Full of confidence, and loves running lead.

Cloud ♂
{50 lbs}

Stratos (Reynolds) x Cabo (Reynolds)
Loves to run fast, take the longest
trails and get love from his people.

2014

2017
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Cordova

Mustang
(Old Rusty x Young Rusty)

1988

Long Nose ♂
{46 lbs}
1988

Mustang ♀
{41 lbs}
(Pluto x Pearl)

1989

photo by Julie Collins

Cordova ♀
{42 lbs}

(Bruce x Star)
Went out slow and came home like a freight train.

Pluto ♂
{46 lbs}

(Bruce x Star)
Ran 13 heats in the Rondy in lead and posted
1st place day times in all of them.

1986

mushing magazine
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photo by Lisa Fallgreen Stevens

right.

Rex
Rex
Penny
Penny ♀
{42 lbs}

Rex ♂
{52 lbs}
1984

(Bambi ‘82 x Rusty ‘77) bred by G. Wright.
Rex was a wheel dog until one of Gareth’s
helpers mistakenly put him in lead on a
training run; where he remained, leading
winning Rondy and ONAC titles.

(Old Rusty x Snowball)
Led Roxy’s 1990 winning Alpirod team at
eight years old.

1981

Burner ♂
{46 lbs}

Ran single lead at the Rondy at just two years old and 10 days later
went to Nome on the Iditarod with Roxy and team.

1980
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photo by Lisa Fallgreen Stevens

Bony ♂
{44 lbs}

(Blacky x Randy)

1977

Old Rusty
Old Rusty ♂
{50 lbs}

Bony

(Rowdy x Ginger)
Loved to run. Threw lots of leaders.

1977

Jenny ♀
{49 lbs}

(full Irish Setter x a husky bred out of a white husky
from Nenana to a husky from Siberia that was smuggled
(evidently because of quarantine restrictions) off of St.
Lawrence Island. Gareth’s leader in 1950s -1960. Jenny
was a born leader, very watchful and responsive. When
Gareth was at the North American this year, he kept telling
Arleigh how much Cloud reminded him of Jenny.
mushing magazine
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